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OBJECTIVES: To determine the effects of cognitive train-
ing on cognitive abilities and everyday function over
10 years.

DESIGN: Ten-year follow-up of a randomized, controlled
single-blind trial (Advanced Cognitive Training for Inde-
pendent and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE)) with three interven-
tion groups and a no-contact control group.

SETTING: Six U.S. cities.

PARTICIPANTS: A volunteer sample of 2,832 persons
(mean baseline age 73.6; 26% African American) living
independently.

INTERVENTION: Ten training sessions for memory, rea-
soning, or speed of processing; four sessions of booster
training 11 and 35 months after initial training.

MEASUREMENTS: Objectively measured cognitive abili-
ties and self-reported and performance-based measures of
everyday function.

RESULTS: Participants in each intervention group
reported less difficulty with instrumental activities of daily
living (IADLs) (memory: effect size = 0.48, 99%
confidence interval (CI) = 0.12–0.84; reasoning: effect

size = 0.38, 99% CI = 0.02–0.74; speed of processing:
effect size = 0.36, 99% CI = 0.01–0.72). At a mean age of
82, approximately 60% of trained participants, versus
50% of controls (P < .05), were at or above their baseline
level of self-reported IADL function at 10 years. The rea-
soning and speed-of-processing interventions maintained
their effects on their targeted cognitive abilities at 10 years
(reasoning: effect size = 0.23, 99% CI = 0.09–0.38; speed
of processing: effect size = 0.66, 99% CI = 0.43–0.88).
Memory training effects were no longer maintained for
memory performance. Booster training produced addi-
tional and durable improvement for the reasoning inter-
vention for reasoning performance (effect size = 0.21,
99% CI = 0.01–0.41) and the speed-of-processing inter-
vention for speed-of-processing performance (effect size =
0.62, 99% CI = 0.31–0.93).

CONCLUSION: Each Advanced Cognitive Training for
Independent and Vital Elderly cognitive intervention
resulted in less decline in self-reported IADL compared
with the control group. Reasoning and speed, but not
memory, training resulted in improved targeted cognitive
abilities for 10 years. J Am Geriatr Soc 62:16–24, 2014.
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Cognitive decline is prevalent in older adults and is
associated with decline in performance of instrumental

activities of daily living (IADLs). Cognitive training has
demonstrated utility for reducing cognitive decline in nor-
mal aging,1,2 but evidence of its effectiveness in delaying
difficulties in daily function has been limited.3

The Advanced Cognitive Training for Independent
and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE) study is the first large-scale,
randomized trial to show that cognitive training improves
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cognitive function in community-dwelling older adults for
up to 5 years and to show evidence of transfer of that
training to daily function.4,5 Given the time lag in the rela-
tionship between cognitive change and appearance of func-
tional deficits, it was expected that the full extent of the
intervention effects on daily function would take longer
than 5 years to be evident in this well-functioning study
population.5

Two hypotheses are derived from the trial’s concep-
tual model4,6 and prior findings: The effects of cognitive
training are specific to the trained cognitive ability and
durable to 10 years, and the effects of cognitive training
will delay difficulties in daily function.7,8

METHODS

Design and Participants

ACTIVE is a multisite, randomized, controlled clinical trial
(see 4 and 6 for details), with recruitment from March
1998 through October 1999 in six metropolitan areas.
Community-dwelling adults aged 65 and older were eligi-
ble. Exclusion criteria were significant cognitive dysfunc-
tion (Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score
<23);9 functional impairment (dependency or regular assis-
tance in activities of daily living (ADLs) on Minimum
Dataset (MDS) Home Care);10 self-reported diagnoses of
Alzheimer’s disease, stroke within the last 12 months, or
certain cancers; current chemotherapy or radiation ther-
apy; or poor vision, hearing, or communicative ability that
would have interfered with the interventions or outcome
assessments. Participants (N = 2,832, average age 73.6,
average education 13 years, 74% white and 26% African
American, 76% female) were randomly assigned to one
of three intervention groups (memory, reasoning, or speed-
of-processing training) or a no-contact control group.
Outcome assessments were conducted immediately and 1,
2, 3, 5, and 10 years after the intervention. Institutional
review boards at participating institutions approved study
procedures, and all participants provided written informed
consent.

Interventions

ACTIVE training focused on memory, reasoning, and
speed-of-processing because prior research indicated that
these abilities show early age-related decline and are
related to ADLs. Training was conducted in small groups
in ten 60- to 75-minute sessions over 5 to 6 weeks. Mem-
ory training focused on improving verbal episodic memory
through instruction and practice in strategy use. Reasoning
training focused on improving ability to solve problems
that contain a serial pattern. Speed-of-processing training
focused on visual search and ability to process increasingly
more-complex information presented in successively
shorter inspection times. Booster training (four 75-minute
sessions) was provided 11 and 35 months after training to
a random subset (39%) of participants in each training
group who completed at least eight of 10 training sessions;
60% of selected participants completed booster training at
Years 1 and 3, 19% completed Year 1 booster only, 6%
completed Year 3 booster only, and 15% did not complete

any booster training. Sixty-one percent of the total
sample (n = 1,694) was not selected to receive booster
training.

Outcome Measures

Cognitive outcome measures assessed the effect of each
cognitive training intervention on its targeted cognitive
ability. Memory outcomes involved measures of episodic
verbal memory: Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test total
of five learning trials, the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test
total of three learning trials, and the Rivermead Behavio-
ural Paragraph Recall test immediate recall.11–13 Reason-
ing outcomes involved measures requiring identification of
patterns including total correct for Letter Series,14 Letter
Sets,15 and Word Series.16 Speed-of-processing outcomes
involved three Useful Field of View (UFOV) tasks requir-
ing identification and location of information, with 75%
accuracy, under varying levels of cognitive demand.17–19

Functional outcome measures were used to assess
whether training-related cognitive improvements improved
everyday function. There were three measure of daily func-
tion. The self-reported measure of everyday IADL function
was the IADL difficulty subscore from the MDS Home
Care, which assesses performance in the past 7 days on 19
daily tasks spanning meal preparation, housework,
finances, health care, telephone, shopping, travel, and need
for assistance in dressing, personal hygiene, and bathing.20

The validity and clinical utility of MDS scores have been
established.21,22 The two performance-based measures of
daily function were Everyday Problem Solving, comprising
the Everyday Problems Test23 and Observed Tasks of
Daily Living,24 and Everyday Speed, comprising Complex
Reaction Time25 and Timed IADL.26

There were multiple measures of the cognitive and
daily function outcomes. Because training effects on an
outcome such as memory function were of interest, rather
than the effects on each single test of memory function,
composite scores were created for each area of cognitive
and daily function using the average of the standardized
scores for each test in that composite measure.4–6

Analysis

To evaluate the effects of ACTIVE training, an intention-
to-treat analysis was conducted using a repeated-measures
mixed-effects model27 for each cognitive and daily func-
tion composite outcome. Several design features and three
interaction terms were included in these models to measure
the net effect of training and the net effect and added
effect of booster training. Time was treated as a categori-
cal variable (baseline, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 years). Baseline mea-
sures of age, sex, cognitive status (MMSE score), years of
education, and visual acuity were also included.

Training effects were assessed by comparing mean
improvement from baseline to Year 10 in each of the three
training groups with mean improvement from baseline to
Year 10 in the nontrained control group. Effects of booster
training were assessed similarly by comparing mean
improvement from baseline to Year 10 in subjects receiving
booster training with mean improvement from baseline to
Year 10 in subjects who did not receive booster training.
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This comparison was made for each of the three cognitive
interventions. The analyses were first performed using
available data. Then the effect of missing data was assessed
by repeating the analysis using multiple imputation28,29

and by conducting a sensitivity analysis that forced missing
cognitive and daily function scores to be low. All statistical
tests were two-sided. Analyses were conducted at the data
coordinating center using R version 2.12.0.30

Results are presented as effect sizes, which quantify
the size of the difference between a training group and the
control group and provide a way to compare this differ-
ence between the training groups (e.g., does reasoning
training have a better effect than memory training on each
cognitive and daily function outcome). Cohen describes an
effect size of 0.2 as small, 0.5 as medium, and 0.8 as
large.27 Because the analyses included six comparisons, a
corrected significance level31 of P < .008 was used.

In addition, the percentage of participants who
showed reliable improvement in each training group was
investigated using standard error of measurement (SEM).32

Participants were classified as having improved reliably on
a particular measure if their score at 10 years exceeded
their baseline score on that measure by 0.66 SEM or was
within 0.66 SEM of the baseline score.33 For the purposes
of this study, this was considered maintenance of perfor-
mance. For each training group, the percentage with reli-
able change on each cognitive and daily function outcome
was compared with that of the control group.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics

Of 5,000 individuals contacted for participation, 2,802
were randomized in accordance with the protocol and con-
stitute the analytical sample. Of those not randomized,
approximately 41% were ineligible, 57% refused, and 1%
were improperly randomized (Figure 1). Participants were
less likely than those who refused to be female (76% vs
79%) and younger (mean age 74 vs 75) and more likely to
be white (73% vs 60%), married (36% vs 27%), and bet-
ter educated (mean 13.5 vs 12.3 years). Participants had
higher MMSE scores (mean 27.3 vs 26.8) and were less
likely to have heart disease (11% vs 14%) and diabetes
mellitus (13% vs 17%) than were those who refused.

Baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1 accord-
ing to intervention group. Eighty-nine percent of partici-
pants completed the training intervention. Those who
completed the intervention were younger and had more
education and higher baseline MMSE and cognitive func-
tion scores.

Sixty-seven percent of the sample was retained 5 years
after training and 44% at 10 years. Death (40%) was the
primary reason for nonparticipation at 10 years, followed
by participant decision to withdraw (35%) and site deci-
sion to withdraw the participant because of continued
missed visits in the absence of explicit refusal (17%).
Predictors of attrition at 10 years included older age, male
sex, not being married, higher alcohol consumption, more
physical and mental health problems, and worse perfor-
mance on cognitive outcomes. Attrition rates and predic-
tors of attrition were similar between intervention groups.

Training Effects on Cognitive Abilities

Mean scores at baseline, change from baseline to Year 10,
and the effect size of the intervention on each cognitive
outcome are shown in Table 2. All interventions produced
immediate improvement in the trained cognitive ability6

(Figure 2). This improvement was retained for 10 years in
the reasoning and speed trained groups (Table 2). The
effect sizes indicate a small effect of the reasoning interven-
tion (0.23) on the reasoning outcome and a medium to
large effect of the speed intervention (0.66) on the speed
outcome at 10 years. The effect of the memory intervention
(0.06) on the memory outcome at 10 years was not signifi-
cant. Similarly, there were significant effects of booster
training for the reasoning (effect size = 0.21, CI = 0.01–
0.41) and speed (effect size = 0.62, 99% CI = 0.31–0.93)
interventions but not for the memory intervention.

Results of the analyses of reliable maintenance of cog-
nitive function at 10 years (Table 2) show that 73.6% of
reasoning-trained participants and 70.7% of speed-trained
participants were performing at or above their respective
cognitive ability, compared with 61.7% and 48.8%,
respectively, of control participants (P < .01). The results
for memory-trained participants were not significant.

Training Effects on Daily Function

At Year 10, participants in all three intervention groups
reported less difficulty performing IADLs than did partici-
pants in the control group (Table 2, Figure 3). The effects
of the interventions (shaded in Table 2) were small to
medium (0.48 for memory, 0.38 for reasoning, 0.36 for
speed). Self-reported IADL function improved through
2 years (Figure 3). Then functional decline was first evi-
dent between Years 2 and 3 for all groups. From Years 3
to 5, the decline was less in the three intervention groups
than in the control group. This difference in self-reported
IADL function between trained participants and non-
trained control participants was then maintained as all
participants continued to decline (report more IADL diffi-
culties) from Years 5 to 10.

Results of the reliable maintenance analysis (Table 2)
are consistent with this pattern of temporal decline.
Whereas at 10 years, 49.3% of control participants
reported the same or improved level of IADL difficulty as
at baseline, the proportions of trained participants report-
ing the same or improved level of IADL difficulty were sig-
nificantly higher (memory, 61.6%, P = .003; reasoning,
60.2%, P = .008; speed, 58.5%, P = .02). There was no
effect of training (Table 2) or added booster training (not
shown) on the performance-based measures of everyday
function. Finally, the results of models using multiple
imputation for missing data and results of the sensitivity
analysis (data not shown) were the same as the main
results reported above.

DISCUSSION

In the ACTIVE trial, 10 to 14 weeks of organized cogni-
tive training delivered to community-dwelling older adults
resulted in significant improvements in cognitive abilities
and better preserved functional status than in nontrained
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1 yr 

2 yr 

Immediate 
Post-test

Intervention 

5,000 assessed for Eligibility 

2,168 Excluded  
905 Ineligible 
1,263 Refused 

2,832 Randomized 

711 Memory Training 
64 had no training 
27 partial training 
620 completed intervention 

43 deactivateda

1 subject death 
36 subjects withdrew 

6 site decisionb

  28 No assessment 
640 Assessed

38 deactivateda

10 subject death 
25 subjects withdrew 

3 site decisionb

  45 No assessment 
585 Assessed

18 deactivateda

6 subject death 
9 subjects withdrew 
3 site decisionb

    49 No assessment 
563 Assessed 

46 deactivateda

5 subject death 
37 subjects withdrew 

4 site decisionb

  30 No assessment 
629 Assessed 

37 deactivateda

15 subject death 
20 subjects withdrew 

2 site decisionb

  56 No assessment 
566 Assessed 

17 deactivateda

3 subject death 
11 subjects withdrew 

3 site decisionb

  50 No assessment 
555 Assessed 

704 Control 

30 deactivateda

1 subject death 
28 subjects withdrew 

1 site decisionb

  29 No assessment 
653 Assessed 

17 deactivateda

9 subject death 
5 subjects withdrew 
3 site decisionb

  62 No assessment 
574 Assessed 

29 deactivateda

11 subject death 
14 subjects withdrew 

4 site decisionb

  52 No assessment 
601 Assessed 

37 deactivateda

9 subject death 
24 subjects withdrew 

4 site decisionb

    49 No assessment 
584 Assessed 

34 deactivateda

1 subject death 
25 subjects withdrew 

8 site decisionb

  31 No assessment 
639 Assessed 

26 deactivateda

9 subject death 
14 subjects withdrew 

3 site decisionb

  55 No assessment 
552 Assessed 

Baseline 

Booster 
372 assigned to booster 
  82 no booster 
7 partial booster 
283 completed booster

371 assigned to booster 
  66 no booster 
4 partial booster 
301 completed booster

370 assigned to booster 
  71 no booster 
4 partial booster 
295 completed booster

705 Reasoning Training 
33 had no training 
45 partial training 
627 completed intervention 

712 Speed Training 
40 had no training 
35 partial training 
637 completed intervention

140 deactivateda

32 subject death 
54 subjects withdrew 
52 site decisionb

2 family refusal 
472 Assessed 

136 deactivateda

41 subject death 
49 subjects withdrew 

37 site decisionb

9 family refusal 
469 Assessed 

146 deactivateda

46 subject death 
54 subjects withdrew 
38 site decisionb

8 family refusal 
490 Assessed 

159 deactivateda

46 subject death 
66 subjects withdrew 

43 site decisionb

4 family refusal 
448 Assessed 

Booster 
Training  
at 3 yr 

164 deactivateda

103 subject death 
21 subjects withdrew 
16 site decisionb

17 lost-to-follow-up 
7 family refusal 
300 Assessed 

147 deactivateda

85 subject death 
20 subjects withdrew 
16 site decisionb

22 lost-to-follow-up 
4 family refusal 
316 Assessed 

161 deactivateda

103 subject death 
22 subjects withdrew 
20 site decisionb

10 lost-to-follow-up 
6 family refusal 
319 Assessed 

157 deactivateda

98 subject death 
22 subjects withdrew 
10 site decisionb

15 lost-to-follow-up 
      12 family refusal 
285 Assessed 

Total Attrition (n=413) 

163 subject death 
151subjects withdrew 

68 site decisionb

15 lost-to-follow-up 
      16 family refusal 

372 assigned to booster 
118 did not receive booster 
4 received partial booster 
250 completed booster 

371 assigned to booster 
121 did not receive booster 
7 received partial booster 
243 completed booster 

370 assigned to booster 
133 did not receive booster 
7 received partial booster 
230 completed booster 

3 & 5 yrs 

10 yr 

8 protocol violations 
703 included in analysis 

6 protocol violations 
699 included in analysis 

10 protocol violations 
702 included in analysis 

6 protocol violations 
698 included in analysis 

Total Attrition (n=383) 

170 subject death 
123 subjects withdrew 

66 site decisionb

10 lost-to-follow-up 
14 family refusal 

Total Attrition (n=383) 

149 subject death 
137 subjects withdrew 

62 site decisionb

22 lost-to-follow-up 
     13 family refusal 

Total Attrition (n=403) 

152 subject death 
145 subjects withdrew 

80 site decisionb

17 lost-to-follow-up 
9 family refusal 

372 assigned to booster 
118 did not receive booster 
4 received partial booster 
250 completed booster 

371 assigned to booster 
121 did not receive booster 
7 received partial booster 
243 completed booster 

370 assigned to booster 
133 did not receive booster 
7 received partial booster 
230 completed booster 

aDeactivations include all reasons for discontinued participation: deaths, subject withdrawals, and site decision.  

bSite decisions for deactivation  primarily consisted of continuous missed study visits without explicit subject withdrawal.   

Figure 1. Profile of the ACTIVE trial.
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persons 10 years later. Each training intervention produced
large and significant improvements in the trained cognitive
ability. These improvements dissipated slowly but persisted
to at least 5 years for memory training and to 10 years for
reasoning and speed-of-processing training. This is the first
demonstration of long-term transfer of the training effects
on cognitive abilities to daily function.

Unlike for the nontrained participants, cognitive func-
tion for the majority of the reasoning and speed-trained
participants was at or above their baseline level for the
trained cognitive ability 10 years later. A significant per-
centage of participants in all trained groups (≥60%) con-
tinued to report less difficulty performing IADLs than
nontrained participants (49%). After 10 years, 60% to
70% of participants were as well off as or better off than
when they started.

Others have reported the absence of long-term mem-
ory training effects.34 It is possible that the memory train-
ing used in ACTIVE requires more-extensive practice or
greater dosing to reach durability levels than reasoning
and speed training. It is also possible that age-related
structural changes in the medial temporal lobe, including
age-related neuropathology and even incipient Alzheimer’s
disease in some participants, limits the durability of mem-
ory training in older adults.35,36

There are a number of possible reasons for the finding
that training effects on self-reported daily function are

maintained over time, whereas the training effects on cog-
nitive abilities dissipate over time. First, this could reflect a
cascade relationship between cognitive ability and daily
function. Prospective observational studies indicate that
changes in cognition precede changes in daily function by
several years.37 Second, improved cognitive processing
may alter patterns of neural activation over the long
term.38,39 Third, training-based improvements in cognitive
abilities may produce changes in behavior and social inter-
action that promote broad-based engagement in functional
activities and maintenance over many years.

The effects of cognitive training on daily function in
this study were modest. This is probably because many
factors beyond cognition affect daily function and func-
tional independence, including sex, social class, mood, sar-
copenia, obesity, chronic diseases, and social isolation.40,41

Even within the cognitive realm, some domains such as
general cognitive status and executive cognitive ability
may be more closely related to daily function than other
domains (e.g., spatial skills).42,43

The current study showed weak to absent effects of
cognitive training on performance-based measures of daily
function. It is probably a mistake to conceive of these per-
formance-based functional measures as something other
than cognitive tests. The administration formats, task
demands, and scoring all have more in common with stan-
dard cognitive tests than with actual ADLs. In addition,

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics

Characteristic Memory, n = 703 Reasoning, n = 699

Speed of Processing,

n = 702 Control, n = 698

Age 73.5 � 6.0 (65–93) 73.5 � 5.8 (65–91) 73.4 � 5.8 (65–91) 74.1 � 6.1 (65–94)
Female, n (%) 537 (76.4) 537 (76.8) 538 (76.6) 514 (73.6)
Race, n (%)
White 524 (74.5) 504 (72.1) 523 (74.5) 503 (72.1)
Black 176 (25.0) 190 (27.2) 175 (24.9) 187 (26.8)
Other or unknown 3 (0.4) 5 (0.7) 4 (0.6) 8 (1.2)

Years of education, mean � SD
(range)

13.6 � 2.7 (5–20) 13.5 � 2.7 (4–20) 13.7 � 2.7 (5–20) 13.4 � 2.7 (6–20)

Married, n (%) 257 (36.6) 249 (35.6) 242 (34.5) 259 (37.1)
Mini-Mental State Examination
score, mean � SD (range)

27.3 � 2.1 (23–30) 27.3 � 2.0 (23–30) 27.4 � 2.0 (23–30) 27.3 � 2.0 (23–30)

Short-Form 36 physical function
score, mean � SD (range)

69.1 � 23.5 (5–100) 67.4 � 24.1 (5–100) 69.7 � 24.1 (0–100) 68.9 � 24.6 (5–100)

Alcohol consumption, n(%)a

Nondrinker 298 (42.4) 302 (43.2) 295 (42.0) 350 (50.1)
Light drinker 341 (48.5) 347 (49.6) 362 (51.6) 313 (44.8)
Heavy drinker 60 (8.5) 46 (6.6) 42 (6.0) 30 (4.3)

Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale score,
mean � SD (range)

5.1 � 5.3 (0–36) 5.5 � 5.3 (0–36) 5.2 � 5.0 (0–36) 5.1 � 4.9 (0–36)

Disease history, n (%)
Hypertension 372 (53.1) 369 (53.2) 350 (50.1) 337 (48.8)
Diabetes mellitus 95 (13.5) 99 (14.2) 87 (12.4) 77 (11.0)
Transient ischemic attack or
stroke

46 (6.6) 54 (7.8) 51 (7.3) 44 (6.3)

Ischemic heart disease 108 (15.5) 117 (17) 94 (13.5) 102 (14.7)
Congestive heart failure 30 (4.3) 44 (6.4) 27 (3.9) 37 (5.4)
High cholesterol 309 (44.6) 316 (46.4) 305 (44.3) 296 (43.1)
Myocardial infarction 79 (11.3) 78 (11.2) 76 (10.9) 76 (10.9)

aBased on frequency of drinking alcohol and number of drinks on a typical day when drinking.

SD = Standard Deviation.
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these performance-based measures call on multiple cogni-
tive skills. A main lesson of the ACTIVE study and other
cognitive intervention trials is that the benefits of cognitive
training are specific to the cognitive ability trained. Viewed
in this way, it is not surprising that the specific forms of
cognitive training used in ACTIVE did not result in
improvements on performance-based measures of daily
function that are really multi-ability cognitive tests.

The ACTIVE 10-year retention rate was 44%. Death
was the primary reason for nonparticipation (40%), fol-
lowed by the subject’s decision to stop participation (35%)
and the site’s decision to withdraw the subject (17%). In
comparison, the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP)
reported a 10-year retention rate of 59%,44 although DPP
participants were more than 20 years younger (50.6) at
enrollment than were ACTIVE participants at enrollment
(73.0). The 10-year retention rate compares favorably with
rates in observational studies of similar duration and sam-
ples of similar ages and ethnic diversity.45,46 Although
retained subjects were younger and had fewer physical and
mental health problems at baseline, there was no differ-
ence between groups in attrition. This means that the

training effects observed were not an artifact of differential
attrition. Furthermore, in recognition of this attrition,
appropriate methods were used to test assumptions about
missing data and the validity of the inferences. First, the
linear mixed-effects models are appropriate for situations
with informative missingness and informative censoring.47

In addition, the effect of missing data on the outcomes
were analyzed using multiple imputation and a sensitivity
analysis that assumed that missing outcome scores were
low. Results of the analysis using multiple imputation and
the sensitivity analysis were similar to the results of the
mixed-effects models. Therefore, it is likely that the results
regarding the effects of cognitive training interventions are
robust.

The evaluation of the effect of booster training is lim-
ited because the two groups of interest (booster trained
and non-booster trained) are not comparable. To be eligi-
ble for selection for booster training, participants had to
have completed at least 80% of baseline training. In con-
trast, only 20% of non-booster-trained participants com-
pleted baseline training. Therefore, the non-booster-trained
group was overrepresented by persons who did not

Table 2. Effect of Training on Cognitive and Functional Outcomes from Baseline to Year 10

Cognitive and Functional Outcomes

Intervention Group

Control GroupMemory Reasoning Speed

Memory (possible range 0–132, N = 943)
Score at baseline, mean � SD 82.1 � 25.7 79.5 � 26.3 79.1 � 25.5 79.8 � 27.3
Mean change from baseline to year 10 �10.6 �11.2 �12.7 �9.4
Effect size (99% CI)a 0.06 (�0.14–0.27) �0.11 (�0.31–0.10) �0.05 (�0.25–0.15)
At or above baseline level, %b 35.9 28.6 31.0 31.0

Reasoning (possible range 0–75, N = 938)
Score at baseline, mean � SD 31.8 � 11.7 29.6 � 12.3 28.9 � 12.0 30.2 � 12.8
Mean change from baseline to year 10 �3.2 �0.05 �3.9 �3.0
Effect size (99% CI)a �0.02 (�0.17–0.12) 0.23 (0.09–0.38) �0.06 (�0.20–0.08)
At or above baseline level, %b 60.0 73.6 (P < .01) 59.3 61.7

Speed of Processing (possible range 0–1500, N = 883)
Score at baseline, mean � SD 774.1 � 216.9 800.9 � 231.0 830.0 � 231.9 800.6 � 231.8
Mean change from baseline to year 10 �144.4 �126.2 24.3 �123.3
Effect size (99% CI)a �0.07 (�0.29–0.16) 0.005 (�0.22–0.23) 0.66 (0.43–0.88)
At or above baseline level, %b 47.2 48.5 70.7 (P < .01) 47.8

Instrumental activity of daily living difficulty (possible range 0–38c, N = 1,211)
Score at baseline, mean � SD 1.0 � 1.8 1.2 � 2.0 1.1 � 2.0 0.9 � 2.1
Mean change from baseline to year 10 �3.1 �2.7 �2.3 �3.6
Effect size (99% CI)a 0.48 (0.12–0.84) 0.38 (0.02–0.74) 0.36 (0.01–0.72)
At or above baseline level, %b 61.6 (P < .01) 60.2 (P < .01) 58.5 (P < .05) 49.3

Everyday problem solving (possible range 0–56, N = 1,104)
Score at baseline, mean�SD 40.7 � 7.7 39.2 � 8.1 38.7 � 7.7 39.4 � 9.1
Mean change from baseline to year 10 �6.1 �5.6 �6.0 �5.7
Effect size (99% CI)a 0.004 (�0.23–0.24) �0.02 (�0.25–0.22) 0.008 (�0.23–0.24)
At or above baseline level, %b 59.6 63.1 61.0 61.4

Everyday speed of processing (possible range �3–100, N = 938)d

Score at baseline, mean � SD 3.2 � 1.0 3.3 � 1.2 3.4 � 1.3 3.4 � 1.1
Mean change from baseline to year 10 1.5 �1.4 �1.5 �1.4
Effect size (99% CI)a 0.02 (�0.19–0.23) �0.004 (�0.21–0.21) �0.05 (�0.26–0.16)
At or above baseline level, %b 34.9 30.5 29.0 30.2

aEffect size defined as training improvement from baseline to year 10 minus control improvement from baseline to year 10 divided by the intrasubject stan-

dard deviation (SD) of the composite score. Positive effect sizes indicate improvement.
bCalculated as the percentage of participants in each group who were ≥0.66 standard errors of measurement above baseline.
cCoded as 0 = no difficulty; 1 = some help needed or participant is slow or becomes tired; 2 = great difficulty.
dOne component of this composite score is a standardized z-score, with a potential range of �∞ to ∞.
CI = Confidence Interval.
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complete baseline training and reflected neither partici-
pants who completed baseline training nor nontrained par-
ticipants (the control group) but something in between.

In summary, ACTIVE was the first multisite clinical
trial to test the effects of cognitive training interventions

on cognitive abilities and daily function. Results at
10 years demonstrate that cognitive training has beneficial
effects on cognitive abilities and on self-reported IADL
function. These results provide support for the develop-
ment of other interventions, particularly those that target
multiple cognitive abilities and are more likely to have an
effect on IADL performance. Such interventions hold the
potential to delay onset of functional decline and possibly
dementia and are consistent with comprehensive geriatric
care that strives to maintain and support functional inde-
pendence. If interventions that could delay onset of func-
tional impairment by even 6 years were introduced, the
number of people affected by 2050 would be reduced by
38%,48 which would be of great public health significance.
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